URGENT ACTION FUND
FOR WOMEN’S HUMAN RIGHTS

#FundCourage
OUR PARTNERS IN CHANGE

GOVERNMENTS, FOUNDATIONS AND CORPORATIONS
American Jewish World Service
Arsenault Family Foundation
Brooklyn Creative League, Inc
Channel Foundation
Cloverleaf Foundation
The Collina Foundation
The Community Foundation
Serving Boulder County
Cordaid
Dietel Partners
Dobkin Family Foundation
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Edna Wardlaw Charitable Fund
Foundation for a Just Society Funding Exchange
Google Matching Gift Fund
Green Fund
The Lederer Foundation
Levi Strauss Foundation
Meehan Foundation
Mize Family Foundation
Moriah Fund
Oak Foundation
Open Society Foundations
Orchard House Foundation
Pannonia Foundation
Polsky Family Charitable Foundation
Sol and Doris R. Swiss Foundation Charitable Trust
Stavros Niarchos Foundation
Tides Foundation
Timken-Sturgis Foundation
Tswana Foundation
Virginia Lopez Foundation
United Methodist Women
Tikva Grassroots
Empowerment Fund
Xpu Foundation

INDIVIDUALS AND FAMILIES
Ranil Abeyesekera
Nasim Ahmed
Nefertiti Altan
Angelika Arutyunova
Dhyan Atkinson
Kathleen Barry
Amy Batchelor and Bradley Feld
Louise Bell
Julie Parker Benello
Joanne Berghold
Nancy Bernstein
Nancy Billica
Merrill Black
Black Family Charitable Fund
Chela and Donniana Blitt
Rita and Irwin Blitt
Phillip Bokovoy
Anne Bowhay
Bright Horizons Fund
David Brown
Gregory Brown
Diane Brumfitt
Olga Budu
Amy Laura Cahn
Carol Cantwell
Jenna Capecci
Mary Carpenter
Mona Chun
Linda Cole
Elizabeth Colton
Ellie Cross
Louise Davis
Saska and Anneke de Jonge
Jaki and Devin McQuiston
Jelena Djordjevic
Jessica Douieb
Mary Downton
Diana Duarte
Mary Kaye Edwards
R. L. Ellersdorfer
Elaine Enarson
Jean Entine
Ellen Epstein and Ian Brownell
Jill Ertl
Jodie Evans
Cindy Ewing and Lucie Ticzon
Melissa Extein
Amalia Fischer
Mercedes Fitchett
Kay Forsythe
Mariam Gagoshashvili and Poppy Chan
Guillaume Galuz
Jamie Gloyne
Margery Goldman
Roshsi Goswami
Julia Greenberg
Terry Greenblatt
Celeste and Jack Grynberg
Sarah Gunther
Addie Guttag
Jeff and Katherine Haas
Josie and David Hadden
Alexis Halstead
Xiaopie He
Susan Hirsch and Susan Leaf
Michael Hirschhorn and Jimena Martinez
Thiemy Hoang
Nan Holmes and Steve Kaufman
Lorraine and Victor Honig
Kerry Lobel and Marta Drury, girls just wanna have funD, a donor advised fund of Horizon Foundation
Diane Hullet
Mahnaz Isphahani Bartos
Lisa Jackson
Danny Kaufman
Nathan Kaufman and Lynn Franco
Lynn Kaufman
Karen Kent
Karen Kinnear
Hannah Kranzberg
Maja Kristin
Kate Kroeger
Rachel-Alouki Labbé
Margaret Ladner
Thomas Layton and Gyongy Laky
Dorothy Lebach
Julien Lenaud
Leocha Fund
Marc Levy
Jane Lewenthal
Andrew and Sara Litt
Courtney Lobel
Leslie Singer Lomas
Judy Lubow
Carol Malnick
Anne McCarten-Gibbs
Jessica McCarthy
Laure McMillan
Boli Medappa
Chris Mehling
Maria Mejia
Paulette J. Meyer and David A. Friedman
Sara Michi
Rebecca Mills
Holly Mosher
Margaret Newell
Kim Oxlholm
Sue Patterson
Peace by Piece Fund
Analia Panchasazadeh
Linda Péri
Judith Peterson
Rhonda Pointdexter
Francoise Marie Poinsette and Thomas Volckhausen
Bahnemann and Mona Rabii
Manuel Rappard
Elisabeth and Robert Rix
Susan Rosenberg
Joan Roth
The Sadie Gift Fund
Raymond Santiago
Dr. Jean Rannells Saul
Peter Schattner
Margaret Schink
The Serendipity Gift Fund
Rony and Catherine Shimony
Adriana Smith
Jeanne Snyder
Caitlin Stanton and Randy Trigg
Timothy Stanton
Freda Gail Stern
Julia Stone
Beret Strong and John Tweedy Jr
Jane Suskin
Carla Sutherland
Rita Thapa
Larry and Barbara Tongate
Emily Utz
Ghazal Vagheghi
Nisha Varia
Marian Walker
Barbara Washburn
Marissa Wesely
Effie Westervelt
Cheryl Wilfong
Jennifer Wilson
Christine Wrenn

IN-KIND DONATIONS
Design Action Collective
InkWorks
Law Offices of Melissa Harms
Paul Hastings LLP
AUDITED FINANCIALS FOR 2013

Total Revenue: $1,362,871
Total Expenses: $1,357,815
Assets: $1,679,177
Liabilities: $80,755
Net Assets: $1,598,422

FINANCIALS

EXPENSES

10% Administration
16% Fundraising
74% Programs

INCOME

23% Individuals
37% Foundations
40% Government

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

From left to right: Mariam Gagoshashvili (Georgia) // Patricia Viseur Sellers (USA/Belgium) // Paulette Meyer (USA) // Kate Kroeger (Executive Director) // Roshmi Goswami (India) // Rachel-Alouki Labbè (First Nations of Canada - Abenaki) // Xiaopei He (China) // Marta Drury (USA) (not pictured)

“By love I mean that condition in the human spirit so profound it encourages us to develop courage and build bridges, and then to trust those bridges and cross the bridges in attempts to reach other human beings.”

—Maya Angelou, 1928-2014

STAFF MEMBERS

Kate Kroeger, Executive Director // Caitlin Stanton, Director of Learning and Partnerships // Keely Tongate, Director of Programs // Meerim Ilyas, Program Officer // Xin Xin, Program Officer // Danny Kaufman, Development and Communications Officer // Yvonne Leland, Operations Coordinator // Rhonda Poindexter, Bookkeeper // Carol Cantwell, Financial Management Consultant // Amro Radwan, Technology Consultant
#FUNDCOURAGE

Use the hashtag #FundCourage to share why supporting courageous women and LGBTQ activists is important to you.

Don’t rely on wishful thinking to change the world, speak up & get involved.

OUR MISSION

Urgent Action Fund partners with women’s and LGBTQ movements worldwide to support activists striving to create cultures of justice, equality and peace.

• Our grants advance human rights when opportunities arise and save lives when activists face threats
• We respond within 72 hours, 365 days a year
• 100+ global advisors inform grant decisions
• Integrated security trainings increase activists’ well-being and safety
• We support networks of activists, both online and offline

MAKE A GIFT

Support women’s and LGBTQ human rights around the world by making a donation online at www.urgentactionfund.org or sending a check to: Urgent Action Fund, 660 13th Street, Suite 200, Oakland, CA 94612, USA

Investing in the potential of women to lift and lead their societies is one of the best investments we can make.

Cover photo: Protesters in New Delhi, India respond to the government’s handling of recent rape cases. (Photo by Daniel Berehulak/Getty Images)
Opportunity grants enable women and LGBTQ activists to take action during time-sensitive windows of opportunity to change policies and laws or to mobilize public support for justice and equality.

**Security**

Security grants increase the resilience and safety of women and LGBTQ activists threatened because of their human rights work. These rapid grants are made within 24 - 48 hours.

**Opportunity**

With a timely grant, Itach Maaki successfully pressured the Israeli government to change its domestic violence policies after the preventable death of two young Bedouin girls.

Colours Rainbow (Burma/Myanmar)

Following the unlawful detention and abuse of 12 transgender activists, Colours Rainbow used a rapid grant to evacuate two of the activists and to launch a national campaign to raise awareness about violence directed at LGBTQ people in the country.

**Movement Building**

Our Advocacy and Alliance-Building Program supports the long-term, coordinated effort of individuals and groups to intentionally spark and sustain a social movement.